THE SPECTIVE OPERATING CONCEPT
As the demands placed on modern crushing plants increase, so does their complexity. The technology needs to be safe, reliable and as easy to operate as possible – without requiring lengthy technical briefings or instructions. This is exactly where the strength of the new SPECTIVE operating concept lies!

This unique interface between man and machine makes it possible to operate the machines correctly and make full use of their capabilities – easily, logically and intuitively.

GET IN TOUCH.
TAKE CONTROL.
THE OPERATING CONCEPT FOR TOP PERFORMANCE.

THE OPERATING CONCEPT
FOR TOP PERFORMANCE.

OPERATION: EASY

PRODUCTIVITY: HIGH

MACHINE DOWNTIME: LOW

- Large 12" touch panel
- Dust-resistant, splash-proof; operable with finger, pen, tools and gloves
- Easy to read thanks to high contrast even in direct sunlight

Automatic mode menu
Help and documentation
Settings Information, software version, operating hours
User login

Display of the machine's current operation

Fault: Crusher blocked
Fault: Spray system, pressure sensor faulty

More information: www.kleemann.info/spective
> IMPACT CRUSHER MOBIREX EVO2

> CONE CRUSHER MOBICONE PRO

> JAW CRUSHER MOBICAT PRO